INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is a γ-herpesvirus that infects the majority of the human population and is associated with the development of ∼2% of tumors worldwide ([@B1],[@B2]). The virus establishes lifelong latency in B lymphocytes that form the reservoir of the virus from which it can occasionally reactivate ([@B3],[@B4]). EBV, like other herpesviruses, has a large DNA genome on which more than 70 proteins but also non-coding RNAs including miRNAs, a snoRNA and possibly long non-coding RNAs are encoded ([@B2],[@B5]). The protein expression pattern of the virus appears to be tightly regulated. In infected B cells, some viral strains such as B95-8 nearly exclusively induce latency, characterized by the expression of the 8 EBV latent genes that belong to the EBNA and LMP gene families. This process results in unlimited cell proliferation and the establishment of continuously growing lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) ([@B2]). In EBV-infected tumors and in specialized B cell types such as germinal center B cells, the latent protein expression pattern can be restricted to a subset of these proteins or even completely vanish ([@B2],[@B8]). In infected epithelial cells and in B cells infected with virus strains frequently found in nasopharyngeal carcinoma such as M81, the virus undergoes lytic replication, a process that leads to the production of virus progeny and requires the sequential expression of a large number of structural proteins that build the infectious particle, as well as viral enzymes that coordinate viral DNA replication and virus assembly ([@B9],[@B10]). High throughput sequencing technologies have recently led to the identification of several hundred new transcripts, most of which are expressed in replicating cells ([@B11]).

Although the sequence of the EBV genome has been available for \>30 years, it is unclear whether all EBV proteins have been identified and how their expression is regulated ([@B12]). Moreover, it is still a matter of discussion whether some EBV transcripts encode proteins or are rather long non-coding RNAs ([@B7],[@B15]). Both the proteome of EBV purified virus particles that contain large amounts of viral proteins, and the proteome of replicating cells are available, but this does not give information on the viral translation process itself ([@B16],[@B17]). Translation ribosome profiling (TRP) identifies RNA fragments protected by the ribosome machinery after stabilization with cycloheximide ([@B18]). This approach can be refined by selectively arresting ribosomes on translation initiation sites using harringtonine ([@B19]). This strategy allows identification of new open reading frames, in particular those with non-canonical initiation sites, e.g. CUG instead of AUG. The feasibility of this approach has been amply demonstrated with cellular but also viral genomes such as HCMV or KHSV ([@B20],[@B21]). We have applied this technology to B cells infected with weakly and strongly replicating EBV strains to generate a detailed map of the translated viral transcripts. This technology allowed us to identify new open reading frames and yielded new insights into the molecular mechanisms that condition viral protein expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Ethics statement {#SEC2-1}
----------------

All human primary B cells used in the experiments were isolated from anonymous buffy-coats purchased from the Blood Bank of the University of Heidelberg for which no ethical approval is required.

Cell culture {#SEC2-2}
------------

All cells used in this study were maintained in RPMI-1640 medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Biochrom). Primary B cells were isolated from human blood buffy coats by Ficoll (GE healthcare) density gradient centrifugation and positive selection using CD19 PanB Dynabeads (Life technologies) with corresponding DETACHaBEADs (Life Technologies). Primary B cells were cultured in medium supplemented with 20% FBS until LCLs were established. HEK 293 cells are human embryonic kidney cells generated by transformation with adenovirus (ATCC: CRL-1573). The HEK293-B240 are HEK 293 cells stably transfected with the recombinant M81 BACMID and have been described previously ([@B9]). The HEK293-2089 producer cell lines have also been described previously ([@B22]).

Total RNA sequencing {#SEC2-3}
--------------------

Total RNA was extracted from 1 × 10^7^ cells using Trizol (Ambion) following the manufacturer\'s guidelines. 10 μg of total RNA were treated with TURBO DNase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 15 min at 37°C. The DNase-treated RNA was re-extracted with Phenol/Chloroform. Strand-specific libraries were generated using the Agilent strand-specific RNA-Seq Library Preparation kit (Agilent). Samples were sequenced on Illumina\'s HiSeq 4000 sequencer.

Polysome profiling and RNA purification {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------

Six weeks-old LCLs with a density of ∼7.5 × 10^5^ cells/ml were split 1:3 forty eight hours prior to polysome profiling. On the day of the profiling experiment, LCLs were treated with 100μg/ml cycloheximide for 5 min to stall ribosomes on RNA. Cells were pelleted at 4°C and lysed in 250 μl ice-cold polysome lysis buffer (15 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.4; 15 mM MgCl~2~; 300 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100; 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol; 200 U/ml RNasin (Promega); 1 complete Mini Protease Inhibitor Tablet (Roche)/10 ml lysis buffer). Following 10 min incubation at 4°C, the lysate was cleared by centrifugation (10 000 rpm; 4°C; 10 min) and the supernatant was loaded onto a linear sucrose gradient ranging from 17.5--50% (w/v) sucrose (in 15 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.4; 15 mM MgCl~2~; 300 mM NaCl). Ultracentrifugation was carried out at 4°C at 35 000 rpm for 2.5 h in a SW60Ti rotor. Gradients were fractioned using a Teledyne Isco Foxy Jr. Gradient fractionator, which eluted the gradient into 12 fractions of 400μl volume. In parallel, the polysome profiles were recorded by measuring absorbance at 254 nm. RNA was purified from the fractions using organic solvent extraction followed by isopropanol precipitation.

Translational ribosome profiling and library generation {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------------------------

Translational ribosome profiling libraries were generated as described by Ingolia *et al.* ([@B23]) with minor modifications. Briefly, LCLs were pre-treated with cycloheximide (100 μg/ml) for 5 min at 37°C. For translation initiation mapping, samples were additionally pre-treated with harringtonine (2 μg/ml) for either 2 or 5 min. Following drug incubation, LCLs were lysed in polysome lysis buffer. Lysates were run on a linear sucrose gradient as described for polysome fractionation. Fractioned samples were treated with 600 U RNase I (Ambion) per 1 OD *A*~260~ for 15 min on a roller at room temperature. After RNAse I digestion, the samples were converted into cDNA libraries as described by Ingolia *et al.* ([@B23]). We used the NEBNext Indexing primers from Illumina for barcoding. Samples were sequenced on Illumina\'s HiSeq 2000 sequencer.

Sequence alignment {#SEC2-6}
------------------

Prior to alignment, adaptor sequences were trimmed with FastX and reads mapping to rRNA sequences were removed. Alignments were carried out with STAR to the human genome issue HG-19. Unmapped reads were further aligned to the corresponding viral genomes B95-8 (accession number NC_007605.1) and M81 (accession number KF373730.1) containing the classic EBV genes using TOPHAT2. Finally, the remaining unmapped reads were aligned to the new EBV genes recently identified by O'Grady *et al.* ([@B11]) with TOPHAT2.

Data normalization {#SEC2-7}
------------------

HTSeq-count ([@B24]) was used to quantify transcript expression levels of mapped reads from the total RNA sequencing experiments. The resulting raw reads were normalized by calculation of reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads ([@B25]). The ribosome profiling-derived reads were normalized in two different ways depending on the read origin. To normalize ribosome footprints that mapped to cellular transcripts, we first calculated a scaling factor that is the ratio between the total number of reads in M81-infected LCLs and those in B95-8-infected LCLs. Absolute reads were then multiplied by this scaling factor. Footprint densities were calculated as reads per kilobase of coding DNA sequence. This method is not suitable for the low number of reads that mapped to the viral genome. Therefore, we used a modified version of the total count normalization method described by Dillies *et al.* ([@B26]) to compare ribosome footprints that mapped to viral genes between libraries. In this case, we divided the ribosome footprint counts of a given gene by the total number of reads that mapped to the viral genome in each of the respective library to obtain the relative read counts. We then calculated the arithmetic mean of these last two numbers that was used as a scaling factor. The relative read counts were then multiplied by this scaling factor. Analysis and figure generation were conducted using the Sashimi Plot function of the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) version 2.3.25. Figures are derived from the total number of mapped reads ([@B27]) as the low coverage levels of EBV's transcripts renders the weighted sums approach inefficient for our data ([@B18]). Read length distributions are plotted for all mapped reads. Read length determination was done using Fastq.

Metagene analysis {#SEC2-8}
-----------------

To analyse the aggregation of reads around start and stop codons (metagene analysis), we considered the reads that were 27 and 28 nt in length. In the case of ORFs that are located in cellular transcripts, the counts of these particular reads were normalized by transcript length. The average normalized read coverage of nucleotide positions 20 bases up- and downstream of start and stop codons was then calculated.

Identification of translation initiation sites {#SEC2-9}
----------------------------------------------

Harringtonine-treated libraries were used to identify translation initiation sites. The identification of novel small viral ORFs was carried out by manual curation of the alignments in IGV. Putative ORFs were scored as translated when at least two of the three harringtonine-treated libraries from a strain were positive for it. The start codon within a peak was designated as the 15^th^ nucleotide of reads with a length of 27-28 nt and the 16^th^ if the reads were longer. Figures showing ribosome coverage were generated using the Sashimi Plot function in IGV.

Calculation of ratios {#SEC2-10}
---------------------

The out:in ratios were calculated by dividing the number of RPFs mapping within 5′leaders of a transcript (out) by the number of RPFs mapping to the coding region of the transcript including the translation initiation codon (in). Read coverage was length normalized by nucleotide length of the respective feature (5′leader and coding region). 5′leader:AUG ratios were calculated by dividing the number of RPFs mapping within the 5′leaders of a transcript by the number of RPFs mapping to the start codon of a transcript (AUG) or non-canonical start codons. Read coverage was length normalized by nucleotide length of the respective feature.

UORF conservation analysis {#SEC2-11}
--------------------------

Genome sequences of different EBV strains were downloaded from the NCBI database and genomic regions of interest were aligned against each other using the MacVector software version 15.1.1.

Immunostaining {#SEC2-12}
--------------

LCLs were stained for BMRF1 (Clone MAB8186) or BZLF1 (Clone BZ.1) after fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 20 min at room temperature. Permeabilization of PFA-fixed samples was performed by immersion in PBS/0.5% Triton X-100 for 2 min. For gp350 (Clone 72A1) and BMRF2 (Rabbit polyclonal) stainings, LCLs were fixed in acetone for 20 min. Primary antibody incubation was carried out in a humidity chamber at 37°C for 30 min, followed by three times washing in PBS. The slides were incubated with a secondary antibody conjugated to Cy-3 (Dianova) for another 30 min, again followed by washing in PBS. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI for 2min and washed in PBS three times. We used 90% glycerol in PBS for sample embedding. All antibodies were diluted in 10% heat-inactivated goat serum/PBS.

Real-time quantitative PCR {#SEC2-13}
--------------------------

Total RNA was extracted with Trizol (Ambion) from LCLs. Reverse transcription of 400ng total RNA was performed using AMV reverse transcriptase (Roche) and random hexamers (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. SYBR green RT-qPCR analysis was run with the following cycling parameters: 10 min at 95°C for initial polymerase activation followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 95°C and 1 min at 60°C. The Taqman RT-qPCR experiments were performed using the thermal cycling protocol on the ABI StepOnePlus Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). All samples were run in duplicates and unless stated otherwise the human GAPDH gene was used for normalization among samples. The primer and probe sequences used for transcript detection are listed in [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Western blotting {#SEC2-14}
----------------

Cell pellets were lysed in RIPA buffer (25 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS; protease inhibitor cocktail (1:1000; Sigma)) with subsequent sonication. Protein concentration was determined by a Bradford assay. 50 μg of protein were denatured in Laemmli buffer for 5 min at 95°C and separated on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Proteins were blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes (Hybond C, Amersham) by wet transfer. Blotted membranes were blocked in 3% milk in PBS/0.1% Tween-20) for 30 min. Primary antibodies were incubated for at least 1 h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. The antibodies used in this study were directed against BZLF1 (Clone BZ.1), HA-tag (Clone C29F4) and actin (Clone ACTN05C4). Secondary antibodies conjugated to HRP were purchased from Promega. ECL detection (PerkinElmer) was used to visualize protein bands.

Luciferase assays {#SEC2-15}
-----------------

Selected 5′leader sequences up to the translation initiation codon were synthesized and cloned into a pEX-A2 plasmid. The sequences were excised and cloned into the Hind III/PvuII(Bsp120I) (see [Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details on individual constructs) restriction site preceding the Firefly luciferase gene in the pGL4.5 vector. HEK 293 cells were seeded at a cell density of 1.2 × 10^3^ cells per well in a 24-well plate. The following day, the cells were transfected with 200 ng of each construct and 200 ng of the pRL Renilla control vector (Promega) using Metafectene (Biontex). After 24 h, the cells were washed with PBS and lysed in 100 μl Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega) for 15 min at room temperature with gentle shaking. Renilla and Firefly luciferase signals were measured using the Dual-Luciferase Assay System Kit (Promega) according to manufacturer\'s instructions. Renilla luciferase signals were used for normalization of the Firefly luciferase signal. The Perkin Elmer Wallac 1420 multilabel counter was used to record the signals.

Cloning and expressing the HA-tagged expression constructs {#SEC2-16}
----------------------------------------------------------

Selected viral open reading frames along with their 5′leader sequence were amplified by PCR from a DNA library generated with the M81 EBV DNA. The primers used in these experiments are listed in the [Supplementary Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The HA-tag was included in the sequence of the reverse primer used to amplify the viral ORF. Constructs lacking the uORFs were generated in parallel by PCR mutagenesis. The PCR products were cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) expression vector and the constructs were validated by sequencing. HEK 293 cells were seeded at a cell density of 2.5 × 10^3^ cells per well on a 6-well plate. The following day, the cells were transfected with 1μg of each construct using Metafectene (Biontex). 500 ng of the pEGFPC1 plasmid was co-transfected to control for transfection efficiency. After 24 hours, the cells were washed with PBS and lysed in RIPA buffer. The samples were processed as described in the western blotting section.

Statistical analysis {#SEC2-17}
--------------------

For all experiments, statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 6.0.c (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). For all data obtained, we used the unpaired *t*-test to infer significance.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Overview of the EBV ribosome profile {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------

We wished to characterize viral translation and to map all translated viral open reading frames (ORF) in B cells infected with B95-8 or M81 using a TRP approach. To that end, we generated four libraries with ribosome-protected RNA fragments (RPF) purified from the polysomes of cycloheximide-treated EBV-infected B cells (sample 1) to exclude non-translating RNAs coupled to 80S ribosomes. We also purified RPFs from monosomes isolated from infected cells treated with harringtonine (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). B cells infected with M81 support viral lytic replication and thus express EBV lytic genes ([Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The generated libraries were subjected to high throughput sequencing, and the sequence was aligned to the viral genomes, allowing identification of ORFs (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for an overview, [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We identified a large number of translated genes on both strands of the genome, although the number of reads varied substantially between them (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Cells infected with M81 showed many more signals on the leftward EBV genome strand, where many lytic genes are encoded, than cells infected with B95-8. Alternative splicing of the EBNA genes generates very large introns that contain exons used in other coding transcripts. Thus, reads that map to these exons falsely appear to be located in introns in the figure (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![M81-infected LCLs show evidence for global bidirectional translation of the viral genome. (**A**) Ribosome profiling of EBV-infected LCLs. The schematic shows representative polysome profiles obtained after sucrose density centrifugation of RNA-protein complexes extracted from LCLs treated with either cycloheximide (CHX) (left) or harringtonine (Harr) (right). The fractions of the gradient collected for library generation are shaded in grey. After collection of the fractions, the RNAs are subjected to nuclease digestion and the ribosome-protected fragments (RPF) are used to generate sequencing libraries. NGS: next generation sequencing. (**B**) The upper panel shows an overview of M81-specific ribosome-protected transcripts after cycloheximide treatment. Reads that map to rightward oriented transcripts are shown in green, those that map to the leftward transcripts are shown in red. The lower panel shows the main EBV transcripts. (**C**) Same as in (B) but with cells infected with B95--8 and treated with cycloheximide. Please also see [Supplementary Figures S1--S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gky129fig1){#F1}

We sequenced four additional libraries from cells obtained from a second, independent, blood sample (sample 2) that we infected with B95-8 or M81 and treated with harringtonine for 2 or 5 min ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we sequenced one harringtonine-treated, lytically-induced 293 cell line that carries the B95-8 genome ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In parallel, we generated four transcriptomes from blood samples 1 and 2 infected each with B95-8 or M81 ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We performed multiple quality controls on the thirteen sequenced libraries. We assessed the reproducibility of the results obtained in terms of read identity between the transcriptomes generated from two blood samples that we considered as biological replicates ([Supplementary Figure S2A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used the same approach for the TRP generated after treatment with harringtonine for 2 min ([Supplementary Figure S2C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis showed a *R*^2^ Pearson correlation coefficient ranging between 0.77 and 0.96 as previously observed ([@B28]). Analysis of the length distribution of the reads showed a predominance of 29 to 30 nt-long fragments in cells infected with M81, and 28 to 29 nt-long fragments in cells infected with B95-8 ([Supplementary Figure S2E and F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results are consistent with previous reports on ribosome profiling ([@B19]). The RPFs were centered on the initiation codon in B95-8 and M81-infected cells treated with harringtonine ([Supplementary Figure S2G and H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The distribution was more complex in cells treated with cycloheximide, with reads increasingly accumulating after the initiation codon and decreasing slowly after the stop codon, as previously described for RNAs purified from polysomes ([Supplementary Figure S2G and H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B29]). We analyzed the triplet periodicity of the reads (28 to 29 nt RPF for B95-8 and 29 to 30 nt for M81) to identify the base position within codons on which ribosomes are located after harringtonine or cycloheximide treatment and indeed found a relative base predominance among the codons ([Supplementary Figure S3A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The predominance was obvious for samples treated with harringtonine but less clearly defined for cycloheximide-treated samples (See discussion). Finally, we analyzed the distribution of the reads within the various components of the gene unit and found a dominance of reads in the coding regions ([Supplementary Figure S3C--F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cells treated with harringtonine showed an accumulation on the translation initiation codon, relative to those treated with cycloheximide ([Supplementary Figure S3C--F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Ribosome profiling of M81-infected cells {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------

Detailed analysis of the TRP of M81-infected cells treated with cycloheximide showed a great heterogeneity in viral translation that ranged from 0.02 to 2.5 RPFs per nucleotide ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Some poorly or controversially characterized EBV transcripts such as the BXRF1, BVLF1 and BTRF1 hardly showed any ORF ribosome recruitment ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar remarks apply to the A73, the RPMS1, and the LF1 ORFs that are located within the BART transcripts ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There were more ribosome footprints in the LF2 ORF ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the BHLF1 and LF3 transcripts that are generated by gene homologs displayed extremely abundant coding DNA sequence (CDS) ribosome footprints ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, we purified the different types of transcripts on a sucrose gradient to isolate free RNA, transcripts covered by monosomes and transcripts covered by increasing numbers of polysomes. Quantification of the BHLF1 transcripts present in the different sucrose fractions using qPCR showed that the BHLF1 mRNA is mainly present as free RNA or associated with monosomal ribosomes, rather than with actively translating polysomes (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, BHLF1 was previously recognized as an actively transcribed gene for which evidence of translation was lacking ([@B30]). E. Flemington and colleagues recently described a new group of lytic transcripts ([@B11]) that were generally transcribed at much lower rates than the usual lytic transcripts in our samples ([Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because the large majority of these new lytic transcripts are included within or overlap with previously characterized lytic transcripts, the precise quantification of the TRP reads that map them in cells treated with cycloheximide is generally impossible. However, the number of reads covering the transcripts that are antisense to EBNA2 and EBNA3A, 3B and 3C can be unequivocally determined in M81-infected cells (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The EBNA2 antisense transcript was hardly covered by RPFs, an observation in line with a previous report that this transcript is probably non-coding, as it is mainly located in the nucleus of infected cells ([@B34]). In contrast, the transcripts antisense to each of the EBNA3 genes all carried numerous ribosomes, suggesting active translation (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also observed reads in some of the introns of these antisense genes, although they were generally less abundant than those located on the spliced transcripts. This could indicate some degree of intron retention, as has been previously described for EBNA3 mRNA (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B35]). In rare instances, we could not ascribe the antisense ribosome reads to any known transcripts ([Supplementary Figure S5A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This could indicate the presence of so far unidentified transcripts in this region. Importantly, the analysis of the TRP in the same cells treated with harringtonine could not identify any read accumulation around putative initiation codons. This suggests that these antisense transcripts are not actively translated, at least not at rates seen with the 'classical' EBV transcripts.

![Distribution of EBV transcripts in various ribosome fractions. The figure shows the distribution of viral transcripts within monosomal and polysomal ribosome fractions after gradient separation. Viral transcripts devoid of ribosomes are given as 'free RNA'. (**A**) The figure shows representative polysome absorbance profiles for M81-infected LCLs (left) and B95--8-infected LCLs (right) after gradient fractionation. We quantified the viral transcripts present in the different fractions by RT-qPCR, and give their proportion in these fractions relative to the total viral RNA. The graph of bars gives the ratio between transcripts covered by monosomal ribosomes and those covered by polysomal ribosomes. The indicated values represent the mean ± standard deviation of at least two independent experiments. (B--H). Distribution of BHLF1 (**B**), EBNA2 (**C**), BNLF2a (**D**), BNLF2b (**E**), BZLF1 (**F**), BMRF1 (**G**) and GAPDH (**H**) RNAs within the gradient.](gky129fig2){#F2}

![Association of transcripts antisense to EBNA2 and EBNA3C with ribosomes. In each of these figures, we indicated the region of the viral genome to which the ribosome-protected reads map as well as their coordinates in their respective genomes. The grey reads show the total ribosome-protected fragments (RPFs) obtained from infected B cells that were treated with cycloheximide (CHX). The rightward reads among those are shown in green, the leftward reads in red. (**A**) The figure shows reads that mapped to the viral segment that contains the EBNA2 gene in cells infected with M81. (**B**) Same as in (A) but with cells infected with B95--8. (**C**) The figure shows reads that mapped to the viral segment that contains the EBNA3C gene in cells infected with M81. (**D**) Same as in (**C**) with cells infected with B95--8. Please also see [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gky129fig3){#F3}

The data provided by the TRPs will allow detailed characterization on the regulation of the translation of any single EBV gene or group of genes that frequently proved to be complex. The BMRF1 and BMRF2 transcripts that extensively overlap with each other and with BMRT3 and BMRT4 transcripts provide one example. BMRF1 and BMRF2 showed a similar number of reads in the TRP of cells treated with cycloheximide ([Supplementary Figure S6A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the BMRF2 transcript recruited a much lower number of ribosomes than BMRF1 in cells treated with harringtonine ([Supplementary Figure S6A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We could confirm by immunostaining that the BMRF2 protein is indeed expressed at clearly lower levels than BMRF1, a feature previously noted in the proteome of replicating cells ([@B17]) ([Supplementary Figure S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Closer examination of the BMRF2 ribosome profile revealed an accumulation of reads in the last third of the transcript. This suggests the existence of ribosome pausing that would be congruent with the reduced BMRF2 protein expression.

Viral genes are translated with variable efficiency {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------

We determined the translation efficiency of the various viral genes by building the ratio between ribosome reads and transcript reads. M81 and B95-8 infected cells expressed EBV-specific transcripts within a very wide range (233 RPKM for BCRF1 or viral IL10 to 29 144 RPKM for BKRF4 in M81-infected cells) ([Supplementary Figures S4B and S7B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Many lytic genes were transcribed at higher levels than some latent genes in M81-infected cells. Taking into account that only a minority of M81-infected cells undergoes lytic replication, the transcription level of many lytic genes appears to be several orders of magnitude higher than those of latent genes ([Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cells infected with B95-8 showed a reduced transcription of lytic genes relative to M81 that was marked for some genes such as those located on the A segment of the EBV genome, but was much milder for other genes such as BZLF2, BNLF2a, BNLF2b or BRLF1 that reached 10--30% of the M81 levels ([Supplementary Figures S7B and S8A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also found a mildly reduced latent gene transcription in B95-8 transformed cells, relative to cells infected with M81 (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This was not due to differences in EBV copy numbers in the different types of infected cells (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For each gene, we then plotted the transcription level against the abundance of ribosome-protected transcripts (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S4A, B, S7A, B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis showed a broad range in translation efficiency over two orders of magnitude (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S4C and S7C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Within the latent gene family, the EBNA3 genes were less efficiently translated than EBNA2 or the LMP genes (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). There was also a difference between cells infected with B95-8 or with M81, the translation efficiency of latent genes being generally higher in cells infected with the former virus. We used polysome profiling and qPCR to confirm these data. While only little free EBNA2 mRNA was visible in cells infected with B95-8, there was a five-fold higher proportion of polysomes detected on the translated mRNA, relative to M81-infected cells (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Viral gene transcription and efficiency of translation in infected B cells. (**A**) The graph of bars shows a comparative analysis of latent gene transcription in cells infected with either M81 or B95--8. It gives the mean relative fold change of latent gene expression levels with standard deviation in B95--8-infected LCLs relative to M81-infected LCLs. (**B**) Genomic DNA was extracted from four independently established LCLs at 10 days post infection and the EBV copy number per cell was determined by qPCR. (**C**) and (**D**) The dot plots show the efficiency of translation in cells infected with B95--8 (C) or M81 (D). Each dot corresponds to one viral gene, whose y coordinate gives the transcription rate as reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) and the x coordinate the number of RNAse-resistant ribosome protected footprint (RPF) reads per nucleotide (nt). (**E**) The graph shows a comparative analysis of the latent gene translation efficiency (TE) in cells infected with B95--8 or M81, displayed as the ratio between translation given as RPF and total transcription given as RPKM. Please also see [Supplementary Figures S4, S7 and S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gky129fig4){#F4}

We compared the transcription, translation and translation efficiency of different families of viral lytic transcripts ([Supplementary Figure S9A--C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found that immediate early and early transcripts were, on average, generated at a slightly lower rate than late transcripts. However, the differences between the early and late transcript groups disappeared in the ribosome profile. We also assessed the transcription and RPF rates of viral gene groups dedicated to different viral functions and found that these rates were highest for the glycoprotein group ([Supplementary Figure S9D--F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We finally compared genes whose expression is dependent on BGLF3 with those that is not and found that the former are expressed on average 6.9 times more and are covered by ribosomes on average 7.5 times more than the second ([@B36]) ([Supplementary Figure S9G--I](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

BKRF3 shows alternative translation initiation sites {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------

We could map new alternative translation initiation sites located upstream or downstream of previously identified initiation codons, thereby extending or truncating the main protein product, up to 101 amino acids in the case of the BKRF3 protein (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These alternative initiation codons were either AUGs or CUGs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The analysis of the BKRF3 gene was particularly interesting as it exemplifies the complexity of translation in the EBV genome (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This gene overlaps with several newly identified lytic transcripts, including BKRT9 and BKRT10 that are contained within the BKRF3 locus, and is readily followed by the BKRF4 gene. We could identify two new possible initiation codons for these genes, located 3′ of the annotated BKRF3 AUG. More work will be needed to learn whether they correspond to translation products from the distinct BKRF3, BKRT9 or the BKRT10 transcripts, or are instead all translated from the BKRF3 transcript.

![BKRF3 illustrates the complexity of viral translation. Ribosome profile of the genome region encoding BKRF3 in M81-infected LCLs. The hatched boxes within the BKRF3 coding region highlight functional domains of the protein. The two upstream open reading frames (uORFs) located upstream of BKRF3 are highlighted in red. The figure shows two CUG codons within the annotated ORF that could initiate the translation of truncated BKRF3 protein isoforms. We also give the location of two RNA transcripts identified by Grady *et al.* ([@B11]) that are located in the BKRF3 region.](gky129fig5){#F5}

###### Viral genes with alternative translation initiation sites

  Gene     Start codon   Gene coordinate in M81   Location relative to the annotated start codon \[aa\]
  -------- ------------- ------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------
  BFRF3    CUG           49317                    −14
  BLRF2    AUG           76828                    +17
  BFRF1a   AUG           46526                    +51
  BKRF2    CUG           97899                    +93
  BKRF2    CUG           98052                    +111
  BKRF3    CUG           98318                    +101
  BKRF3    CUG           98570                    +151
  BALF1    AUG           164920                   +39

aa: amino acids.

EBV latent transcripts show 5'leader ribosome recruitment {#SEC3-5}
---------------------------------------------------------

We used normalized libraries to quantify the ribosome footprints in the transcript leader region, around the initiation codon, and within the coding region of every large ORF. Analysis of cycloheximide-treated LCLs generated with either type of virus showed that all latent genes carry ribosomes in their long leader region ([Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We calculated the ratio between the number of reads located in the leader region of the gene and the number of reads located in the CDS region (out:in ratio) to gather information on the existence of leader regulation (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S10B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also investigated ATF4, a cellular gene subjected to 5′leader regulation ([@B37]). This analysis revealed that LMP1, EBNA3A, EBNA3B were subjected to leader region regulation at a higher rate than ATF4 (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that in the latent genes part of the 5′leader sequences are shared. Thus, it is not always possible to unequivocally ascribe reads to the leader region of a given latent gene. While some degree of leader region regulation was visible for the EBNA3C and EBNA1 transcripts, this was hardly the case for EBNA2 and LMP2. We then used the information provided by the harringtonine libraries to quantify the ratio between reads located in the leader region and those located on the initiation codon (5′leader:AUG ratio) (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S10C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis confirmed that LMP1 and the EBNA3 transcripts have a large proportion of reads located upstream of the initiation translation codon, consistent with an active negative regulation. It was not possible to analyze the regulation of BHRF1 in M81-infected cells, as this gene is transcribed from different promoters during latency or lytic replication and the ribosome profiling does not distinguish CDS-reading ribosomes on the same transcript produced by different promoters.

![Ribosome recruitment to the leader regions in EBV genes. (**A**) The graph shows the out:in ratios of selected EBV and cellular transcripts in cells infected with M81 and treated with cycloheximide. These ratios are obtained by dividing the number of RNAse-resistant ribosome protected footprints (RPF) that mapped to the 5′ leader region (out) by the number of reads that mapped to the open reading frame of the same gene (in). (**B**) The figure depicts the ratios between reads that mapped to the 5′ leader and those that mapped to the translation initiation codon of the same gene, or 5′ leader:AUG ratios in cells treated with harringtonine. More examples are given in [Supplementary Figures S10--S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gky129fig6){#F6}

EBV lytic transcripts show 5'leader ribosome recruitment {#SEC3-6}
--------------------------------------------------------

Ten lytic genes had a substantial number of reads in their 5′leader region after treatment with cycloheximide, and showed out:in ratios comparable to those recorded with EBNA3A or B, e.g. for BALF1 and BALF4 ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the lytic genes frequently overlap and render unambiguous mapping difficult in many transcripts. This problem disappears after treatment with harringtonine. In that case, approximately half of the lytic transcripts recruited ribosomes to the 5′leader ([Supplementary Figure S12A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Some genes such as BKRF3, BFRF3, BFLF2 or BcLF1 showed a high 5′leader:AUG ratio, comparable to what was found for EBNA3B, others such as BALF1 or BBRF1 showed lower ratios, similar to those found with EBNA2 ([Supplementary Figure S12B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The BHLF1 and LF3 transcripts carried ribosomes both in their CDS and in their leader region or around their initiation AUG in cells transformed by M81 or B95-8 ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consequently, the 5′leader:AUG ratio was high, in particular in cells infected with B95-8. These data suggested that translation is actively repressed in this gene. A73 had abundant footprints in its leader region. Together with the paucity of reads in the CDS region, this suggests that these genes are not substantially translated and that translation of A73 is actively repressed ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Comparison of ribosome profiles of B95-8 and M81-infected cells {#SEC3-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We compared the TRPs obtained with M81 and B95-8-infected cells and noted lower numbers of RPFs specific to the EBV latent genes in cells infected with the former virus ([Supplementary Figure S7D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, lytic genes were much more actively translated in M81-infected cells, although here again some of these transcripts showed strong ribosome coverage after infection with B95-8 ([Supplementary Figures S7A and S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The BNLF2a and BNLF2b transcripts in particular had RPF levels that are in the range of latent transcripts in cells infected with B95-8. This suggests that they are translated in infected cells independently of their latent or lytic status. We assessed BNLF2a and BNLF2b transcription with qPCR and also included cells from the same blood sample that were infected with the non-replicating ΔZR M81 mutant in the analysis ([Supplementary Figure S7E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The latter cells also showed transcription of BNLF2a and BNLF2b, albeit reduced in intensity. We conclude that these genes are transcribed during latent infection but transcription increases upon induction of lytic replication. Quantification by qPCR of the fractions generated by a new round of transcript profiling showed a similar profile in M81 and B95-8 infected cells, with a large proportion of free BNLF2a and 2b RNA and an average ratio of monosomal versus polysomal ribosomes in M81-infected cells (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This ratio was twice as high in B95-8 infected cells, suggesting a lower efficiency of translation in these latently infected cells. Altogether these results fit with the previous suggestion that BNLF2a is a latent gene, although the low efficiency of translation requires further characterization of protein production using specific antibodies ([@B38]). Other lytic genes showed a reduced but significant ribosome coverage, most notably BZLF1 in B95-8 infected cells. The transcript profile coupled to qPCR showed very little free BZLF1 RNA and a high proportion of polysomal ribosomes in M81-infected cells (Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, cells infected with B95-8 BZLF1 showed abundant free RNA and a higher proportion of monosomal ribosomes. This suggests the existence of repressive mechanisms in non-permissive cells that are located downstream of transcription and ribosome recruitment. Similar observations were made with BMRF1 (Figure [2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Using qPCR, we found that this gene was expressed in cells infected by B95-8 at half the levels seen in M81-infected cells ([Supplementary Figure S6C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, these levels were higher than those recorded in cells infected with the replication-deficient M81ΔZR virus, that were themselves higher than in cells infected with a BMRF1 knockout virus, suggesting that this lytic gene is actively transcribed in cells infected with B95-8, to some extent independently of the BZLF1 and BRLF1 proteins. Immunostains for BMRF1 revealed only very rare cells positive for the protein, relative to M81-infected counterparts ([Supplementary Figure S6D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The TRP from harringtonine-treated cells confirmed that approximately half of the lytic genes are hardly translated in B95-8 infected cells relative to M81 ([Supplementary Figure S8C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, many other transcripts in B95-8 infected cells, including BZLF1, BRLF1 and BMRF1, carried ribosomes on their start codons at rates 30--120% of those recorded after infection with M81 ([Supplementary Figure S8C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The newly identified family of lytic transcripts was hardly translated in cells infected with B95-8 (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The EBV genome encodes upstream open reading frames {#SEC3-8}
---------------------------------------------------

The libraries generated from infected cells treated with harringtonine revealed the existence of 25 short open reading frames with a size ranging from 1 to 74 amino acids (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). These ORFs were located upstream of well-characterized genes and thus represent upstream open reading frames (uORFs). We investigated the parameters that have been found to influence the strength of the uORF, including their Kozak sequence, the cap to first uORF distance and the distance from last uORF to the main ORF ([@B39]) ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The sequences of the four shortest uORFs were perfectly conserved in all 115 EBV strains for which this sequence was available ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This also applied to the initiation codon of 17 of the 21 remaining uORFs. Four uORFs showed mutations of their initiation codon in very rare strains. In two of these polymorphic uORFs, the mutation generated another non-canonical translation start site, whilst in the remaining two it destroyed the uORF (BKRF3 uORF2, BFRF3 uORF1). However, these two genes possess an additional uORF that is conserved in all strains. We also found polymorphisms within some of the uORFs, none of which interrupted the oligopeptide translation ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The uORFs located upstream of LMP1 and BHLF1 uORF1 showed the highest degree of polymorphisms among the EBV strains (22 strains out of 121 and 26 out of 53, respectively) ([Supplementary Figure S15A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The EBV genome contains multiple upstream open reading frames. (**A**) The schematic shows the distribution of upstream open reading frames (uORFs) in the M81 EBV genome (Red arrowheads). The left close-up shows the uORFs behind the Cp/Wp promoter after treatment with harringtonine (Harr). The right close-up underneath shows the reads that mapped to the U exon after ribosome profiling of M81-infected LCLs treated with harringtonine or cycloheximide (CHX). (**B**) The schematic shows the distribution of upstream open reading frames (uORFs) identified in the ribosome profiling libraries derived from LCLs transformed with the B95--8 EBV strain (Blue arrowheads) or from HEK 293 cells that carry the B95--8 BACmid that had been induced into lytic replication (green arrowheads).](gky129fig7){#F7}

###### Identification of uORFs in the EBV genome

  Proposed nomenclature   Length of the encoded peptide \[aa\]   Gene coordinates in M81   Potentially regulated genes     Start codon
  ----------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------
  Cp uORF1                1                                      11140--11145              EBNA-LP & other EBNAs (Cp)      AUG
  Cp uORF2                2                                      11229--11237              EBNA-LP & other EBNAs (Cp)      AUG
  Cp uORF3                1                                      11395--11400              EBNA-LP & other EBNAs (Cp)      AUG
  Cp uORF4                1                                      11341--11346              EBNA-LP & other EBNAs (Cp)      AUG
  BHLF1 uORF1             35                                     40361--40254              BHLF1                           CUC
  BHLF1 uORF2             20                                     40518--40456              BHLF1                           CUG
  BHLF1 uORF3             7                                      40563--40456              BHLF1                           UUG
  Y2 uORF                 7                                      35565--35588              EBNA2; BHRF1; EBNA1; EBNA3A-C   AUG
  BHRF1 uORF1             14                                     41658--41702              BHRF1                           CUG
  BHRF1 uORF2             74                                     41726--41914              BHRF1                           CUG
  BFLF2 uORF1             12                                     44838--44800              BFLF2                           CUG
  BFLF2 uORF2             30                                     44885--44793              BFLF2                           AUG
  BFRF1 uORF              10                                     46698--46730              BFRF1                           UUG
  BFRF3 uORF1             25                                     49246--49323              BFRF3                           ACG
  BFRF3 uORF2             41                                     49310--49435              BFRF3                           UUG
  U uORF                  6                                      55343--55363              EBNA1; EBNA3A-C                 AUG
  BORF2 uORF              17                                     64134--64187              BORF2                           GUG
  BKRF3 uORF1             45                                     97899--98036              BKRF3                           CUG
  BKRF3 uORF2             27                                     97953--98036              BKRF3                           CUG
  BDLF3.5 uORF            8                                      116982--116956            BDLF3.5                         AUG
  BcLF1 uORF              11                                     125269--125234            BcLF1                           CUC
  BXLF2 uORF1             24                                     130846--130772            BXLF2                           UUG
  BXLF2 uORF2             30                                     130803--130711            BXLF2                           AUG
  LMP2A uORF              20                                     165917--165979            LMP2A                           UUG
  LMP1 uORF               15                                     168919--168872            LMP1                            CUG

uORF: upstream open reading frame.

aa: amino acids.

Four uORFs were located between the Cp and the Wp promoters that drive the expression of the EBNA genes and of BHRF1, an antiapoptotic protein (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S15B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The short but strongly translated 7 aa long (MKTKSQA) Y2uORF straddles the EBNA-LP stop codon (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). This ORF begins in the region that encodes the DE repeats, but is translated in another reading frame than EBNA-LP. Remarkably, several uORFs were found in the leader region of the same transcript. Five uORFs are present in all Cp-driven EBNA mRNAs and on the mRNA that encodes a latent form of BHRF1 ([Supplementary Figure S15B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The EBNA1 and the EBNA3 transcripts additionally contained the uORF located in the U exon, another non-coding exon located in their common transcript leader region ([@B42]). Interestingly, this uORF is very close to a putative IRES ([@B43]) ([Supplementary Figure S15C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the Cp-driven EBNA and the latent BHRF1 mRNAs contain five to six uORFs in their leader region. We also found that the leader region of the BHLF1 transcript contained three uORFs, whilst the leader region of the lytic BHRF1, of BFRF3 and of BKRF3 contained 2 uORFs each. In the latter two cases, some of the uORFs overlapped with the initiation codon of the main ORF but were located in a different reading frame. The uORFs located upstream of the EBNA transcripts began with an AUG. With the exception of BDLF3.5 uORF and BFLF2 uORF2, all other uORFs used a non-canonical initiation codon. Comparison between the different libraries revealed some variation. B cells infected with M81 expressed the highest number of uORFs, B cells infected with B95-8 did not express six of these uORFs and infected 293--2089 cells lacked the expression of twelve of them (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). UORFs have been implicated in active retention of ribosomes in the leader region of downstream genes. Therefore, we tested whether the presence of uORF correlated with the intensity of ribosome recruitment in this region and found that this is indeed the case ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We cloned 4 EBV (LMP1, BFLF2, BORF2, BKRF3) wild type or mutated uORFs with an inactive initiation codon 5′ of the Firefly luciferase ORF. We transfected these constructs in 293 cells and performed luciferase assays with their protein extracts. The Renilla luciferase was co-transfected in these experiments and served as a transfection control. These experiments showed that the luciferase activity was higher after transfection with two of the constructs carrying mutated uORFs (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). For LMP1 and BFLF2, luciferase RNA levels were higher in the constructs carrying the inactive uORF. These assays showed that for LMP1 and BFLF2, both the RNA levels and the luciferase activity were increased. There was also a similar but very weak effect with BORF2 and BKRF3. We therefore fused the BORF2, BKRF3 and LMP1 genes with a human influenza hemagglutinin (HA) tag. These genes were preceded by their respective uORFs, either in their wild type or in their mutated versions. Transfection of these constructs in 293 cells showed that BORF2, BKRF3 and LMP1 are expressed at higher levels in the absence of a functional uORF (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We then investigated the EBNA3 5′ leader region using luciferase constructs (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Inactivation of 3 uAUGs doubled the luciferase activity without affecting the luciferase RNA levels and this effect was slightly potentiated by the inactivation of the Y2 and U uORFs. Constructs lacking a functional Y2 uORF, a functional U uORF or both also showed a mild increase in luciferase activity. We conclude from this set of experiments, that all tested EBV uORFs repress gene translation, although the intensity of the effects varied between the uORFs.

![Influence of the 5′leader on downstream translation of the main open reading frame. (**A**) Four viral 5′leader sequences containing some of the identified upstream open reading frames (uORFs) and mutants thereof lacking a functional translation initiation codon were cloned upstream of the Firefly luciferase reporter gene. Dual-reporter luciferase assays were performed by transient transfection of the Firefly luciferase constructs together with a Renilla luciferase expression plasmid into HEK293 cells. The relative light units (RLU) between the luminescence levels generated by expression of the mutated uORF and the wild type uORFs are given in a graph of bars that represent the mean of at least three independent experiments with error bars representing the standard deviation. Asterisks indicate statistical significance determined by unpaired *t*-test (\**P*\< 0.05, \*\**P*\< 0.05 and \*\*\*\**P*\< 0.0001). The relative luciferase mRNA levels of the wild type and ΔuORF luciferase reporter constructs were measured by RT-qPCR. As for the luciferase assays, the Renilla luciferase was used as an internal control. (**B**) Three EBV open reading frames together with their 5′leader containing the putative uORFs were HA-tagged and cloned into an expression vector. A mutant version of the expression constructs that carried mutated uORF start codons was generated in parallel. The constructs were transiently transfected into HEK293 cells and subjected to a western blot analysis with antibodies specific to the HA-tag. Actin was used as loading control. Representative western blots are shown for each expression construct. The relative intensity of the bands was quantified, normalized by the actin signals and is shown in the graph of bars below. (**C**) The 5′leader of the EBNA3A mRNA with all five identified uORFs was cloned upstream of the Firefly luciferase gene. A schematic overview of the wild type and the different mutant constructs lacking various uORF translation initiation codons is shown. Transient transfection experiments were performed as described in (A). The relative light units (RLU) between the luminescence levels generated by expression of the mutated uORF and the wild type uORFs are given in a graph of bars that represent the mean of at least three independent experiments with error bars representing the standard deviation. Asterisks indicate statistical significance determined by unpaired *t*-test (\**P*\< 0.05, \*\**P*\< 0.05 and \*\*\*\**P*\< 0.0001). The relative luciferase mRNA levels of the wild type and ΔuORF luciferase reporter constructs were measured by RT-qPCR. As in the luciferase assays the Renilla luciferase was used as an internal control.](gky129fig8){#F8}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this paper, we used translational ribosome profiling to obtain a detailed and comprehensive map of the open reading frames encoded by EBV. We did not detect any new large open reading frame, suggesting that the EBV large size proteome is essentially complete, but we obtained evidence that several of the viral ORFs are not translated in infected B cells. The central information is that the EBV genome encodes 25 new small uORFs that coincide with 5′ leader ribosome recruitment. We found evidence that at least nine of these uORFs are functional and down regulate downstream protein expression. The construction of viral recombinants with mutations in the uORFs will help defining their precise function in the context of viral infection. Moreover, we identified alternative translation initiation sites in a few viral genes, some of which non-canonical, that possibly endow the different viral isoforms they produce with variable properties. Last, we found evidence of low-level extensive monosomal ribosome coverage of some EBV lytic transcripts that does not equate with translation but points to a new layer of translation regulation that could be important to repress virus replication in infected cells.

The analysis of the EBV TRP is difficult because of the extensive overlaps between viral genes. This approach was facilitated by the harringtonine-treatment of the samples that allowed clear-cut identification of the translation initiation sites. The results obtained after cycloheximide-treatment were more difficult to interpret and the analysis of the triplet periodicity, a quality control typically performed in TRP assays showed only a limited predominance of one reading frame. This could reflect a poor quality of the library or be the result of viral infection ([@B44]). However, it should be noted that libraries treated with harringtonine, that showed perfect evidence of triplet periodicity, were also treated with cycloheximide. Thus, an inappropriate cycloheximide treatment should also have deleterious effects on the harringtonine-treated libraries. Moreover, the size of the reads obtained in the TRP that directly reflects the protection of the RNA by ribosomes during RNAse treatment showed the expected distribution. Finally, all results obtained with the cycloheximide-treated cells, except the translation efficiency, were backed by other experiments, either by the results obtained with cells treated with harringtonine or by independent ribosome profiles coupled to qPCR analyses. It should be noted that multiple abnormalities of the translation machinery have been identified in virus-infected cells, including leaky scanning and ribosome frame-shifting ([@B44]). Thus, it is possible that EBV infection has a general, so far unrecognized, effect on translation that affects the accuracy of ribosome reading.

The LF1, LF2, LF3, BHLF1, RPMS1 and A73 transcripts had in common that their protein product is difficult to detect ([@B15],[@B45]). However, they showed highly variable features. While LF1, LF2, LF3, RPMS1 and A73 are transcribed approximately at the same level in M81-infected cells, BHLF1 had much higher transcription rates, as previously reported ([@B49]). BHLF1, and to a lesser extent LF3, also showed a much higher ribosome coverage in the CDS than the other members of this group. All transcripts except LF2 showed ribosome recruitment in their leader region that led to a high to very high out:in ratio. LF2 also had more ribosome coverage in the CDS region. Both features fit with the detection of the LF2 protein in infected cells ([@B52]). In LF1, A73 and RPMS1, the combination of low CDS ribosome coverage and substantial ribosome recruitment in the leader region suggested that these genes are subjected to an active repression of translation. Although these features also apply to LF3 and to BHLF1 whose leader region contains multiple uORFs, ribosome coverage in their CDS region was substantial and could in principle lead to protein translation. However, these transcripts were preferentially associated with monosomal ribosomes and rarely with polysomes, which could explain the previously reported absence of protein synthesis. ([@B30],[@B32],[@B33]). There is one report of BHLF1 protein expression in induced EBV-infected cells ([@B46]). Interestingly, BHLF1 protein expression in that case included abundant degradation products. Protein degradation could be caused by a nonsense-mediated mRNA decay response that has previously been reported for long non-coding RNAs ([@B53]). This response is frequently triggered by uORFs ([@B54]). Whether or not the uORFs located in the BHLF1 leader are responsible for the ribosome recruitment in these regions needs to be investigated in more detail. Altogether, our results fit with the suggestion that BHLF1 is a long non-coding RNA, as previously suggested by its role in the regulation of the origin of lytic replication ([@B7]). Similar remarks probably apply to LF3, a BHLF1 homolog, although we could not identify any uORF in the leader region of this gene ([@B49],[@B50],[@B55]). The recently identified class of lytic transcripts was significantly transcribed and translated in M81-infected cells only ([@B11]). However, the absence of translation initiation in M81-infected cells treated with harringtonine suggests that they represent non-coding RNAs, a result that fits with the previous report that they only encode short ORFs ([@B11]).

Similar though distinct observations were made in cells infected with the weakly replicating virus B95-8. We found that a significant proportion of the EBV lytic genes, including the master transactivators BZLF1 and BRLF1 showed decreased, but nevertheless significant CDS ribosome coverage, mainly with monosomal ribosomes. The observation that in harringtonine-treated cells ribosomes accumulate in the leader region of these genes and on their translation initiation codon confirms that these lytic transcripts recruit ribosomes, but it is clear that it does not lead to protein production. This suggests the existence of inhibitory mechanisms of viral translation that are relieved in cells such as M81, thereby allowing recruitment of polysomes to the CDS and efficient translation.

The identification of a large number of uORFs in the EBV genome suggests the existence of a new layer of regulation in EBV protein expression. The high degree of conservation of these elements across a large number of EBV strains suggests that they are important for viral functions. Multiple parameters modulate the inhibitory effects of uORFs, including the number of uORFs within the leader region, the strength of the Kozak sequence, the cap to first uORF distance and the distance from the last uORF to the main ORF (reviewed in: ([@B41])). When comparing the characteristics of the EBV uORFs to those of well-characterized cellular uORFs that repress translation, it is clear that the regulatory sequences associated with the EBNA genes and with BHLF1 display features consistent with such a function. We performed luciferase and translation assays that confirmed that at least some of the uORFs are functional and repressive, although their effects were generally weak. This might explain why some genes such as the EBNA genes carry several of them. It is also possible that the full effects of the uORFs will only become visible in B cells infected with a complete virus and undergoing lytic replication. The results of the TRP assays that showed frequent ribosome trapping in the leader region of the genes preceded by the uORF are also concordant with a repressive role of these genetic elements. However, the number of genes showing evidence of ribosome trapping in the leader region exceeded the number of those equipped with uORFs. Other factors such as a high GC content might also influence ribosome distribution in these RNA domains ([@B56]). UORFs have previously been identified in mammalian but also viral genomes such as Ebola, KHSV and HCMV ([@B20],[@B21],[@B57]). Ribosome profiles obtained from various eukaryotic cell lines have revealed that up to 65% of cellular transcripts contain uORFs ([@B19],[@B58]). UORFs can serve multiple functions but generally negatively impact protein expression, up to 80%, by recruiting ribosomes that upon dissociation from the mRNA less frequently reach the start codon of the downstream ORF ([@B59]). Translation is blocked particularly efficiently when the initiation site from the downstream mRNA and the uORF overlap ([@B58]). Transcripts such as BKRF3 and BFRF3 carried uORFs that extend downstream of the AUG of the main ORF, albeit in a different frame, and are very likely to negatively interfere with the translation of their downstream gene, as previously demonstrated for ATF4 ([@B63]). We also found evidence for alternative translation starts within the BKRF3 gene. UORFs have previously been shown to drive the preferential expression of particular protein isoforms and this might also be the case for BKRF3 ([@B64],[@B65]). We also noted that the BFRF1 and BFLF2 genes both harbor a uORF in their leader regions. This might facilitate a synchronized and equivalent expression of these 2 proteins that interact together to facilitate virus egress across the nuclear membrane ([@B66]).

In summary, TRP of EBV-infected cells revealed that the translation of viral genes is highly complex and suggest an important role for ribosome recruitment to the transcripts leader regions. Further work will reveal the role played by the uORFs during viral infection. UORFs rarely permanently repress translation, although this might be the case for non-coding RNAs, as we found for the BHLF1 gene, but rather become activated under stress circumstances. It will be important to delineate these circumstances in the context of viral infection and how they relate to viral functions.
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